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BIGELOW ENGLISH BREAKFAST
8034159 | 6/CS • 8034159 | 20/BX

Start your day with a rich bold robust cup of tea. We
use only hand-picked tea leaves from higher up in the
mountains where the best teas are grown. This fullbodied, yet smooth cup, gives just the boost you need
in the morning or quite honestly any time of day! It’s
spectacular on its own or with a splash of milk.

BIGELOW CRANBERRY APPLE
8034359 • 6/CS | 28/BX

BIGELOW I LOVE LEMON

Inspired by the fall season, this spicy and
rich tea is all natural and caffeine free
with a blend of tangy apple and cranberry.

8034309 • 6/CS | 28/BX

The refreshing flavors of lemon, rose hips,
lemongrass, hibiscus and peppermint leave
are sure to provide the pick me up you
needed without any caffeine.

BIGELOW GREEN TEA
8034059 • 6/CS | 28/BX

BIGELOW APPLE CINNAMON
8034019 • 6/CS | 28/BX

Bigelow Classic Green Tea has the pure, clean
taste of green tea leaves harvested in high
altitudes and gently processed for a smooth
flavor that is neither harsh nor bitter.

A cup of fresh baked apple pie and sweet
spices. An invigorating blend of apples, cinnamon, hibiscus, orange peel, rose hips, lemon
peel, rose blossoms, and licorice root.

BIGELOW GREEN TEA
WITH LEMON
8034409 • 6/CS | 28/BX

BIGELOW CINNAMON STICK
8026009 • 6/CS | 28/BX

Made from the highest quality black tea and
100% natural cinnamon blended together in
order to produce a black tea that is naturally
sweet and spicy.

BIGELOW CONSTANT COMMENT
8027009 • 6/CS | 28/BX

Our first and most famous blend flavored with
a secret recipe of orange rind and sweet spice.
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Bigelow’s Classic Green Tea gets a lemony lift
with this blend of mild green tea and bright
lemon peel.

tea leaves

HOW MANY

DOES IT TAKE?

It takes around 2,000 tiny leaves to make just one
pound of finished tea. Tea plants grow wild in parts
of Asia, but it can also be farmed. The very best tea
comes from high elevations and is hand-picked.
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BIGELOW LEMON LIFT
8031009 • 6/CS | 28/BX

A brisk, citric, fruit-infused black tea from
every tea bag that you steep. The black tea
in each bag has been infused with real lemon
oil in order to add true lemon flavor.

BIGELOW ORANGE SPICE
8032009 • 6/CS | 28/BX

Bigelow® Orange & Spice Herbal Tea is one of
the Bigelow family’s favorite blends. Soothing
yet uplifting at the same time, this unique tea
is sure to please.

BIGELOW PERFECT PEACH TEA

8032019 • 6/CS | 28/BX

BIGELOW PLANTATION MINT
8034009 • 6/CS | 28/BX

Natural spearmint brings a light, fresh flavor
to this tea. Sipped throughout the day, tea
quenches, soothes, satisfied, and delivers
healthful antioxidants.

Here’s a delightfully different blend with the aroma
and taste of fresh, ripe peaches and herbs. Perfect
Peach, with its fresh-from-the-orchard flavor is a
delicious treat whether you serve it steaming hot or
over ice. Caffeine Free.

BIGELOW RASPBERRY ROYAL
8034209 • 6/CS | 28/BX

A smooth flavorful tea with notes of sweet
raspberry. Naturally flavored and deliciously
smooth Raspberry Royale blends hand-picked
black tea leaves with a distinctive raspberry
flavor for a fruity tea without equal.

8034109 • 6/CS | 30/BX

This international favourite delicately scented
blend is produced using only the finest hand
picked mountain grown tea and effused
with bergamot oil sourced from bergamot
oranges grown in Calabria, Italy.
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8034219 • 6/CS | 18/BX

Black tea tangled with warm notes of
cinnamon and sweet bursts of orange.

TAZO AWAKE ENGLISH
BREAKFAST TEA 2.1 OZ

BIGELOW GREY TEA
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GOOD EARTH TEA SWEET &
SPICY (CAFFEINE FREE)

8034319 • 6/CS | 28/BX

Awake™ is a perfectly balanced, bold and
flavorful breakfast tea that satisfies and
invigorates. It is a blend of fine varietal teas
of northeast India and bright, full-flavored
teas from Sri Lanka and Kenya.
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